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Abstract
Insider threats are among the most frequent and dangerous for modern organizations. Therefore, the problem of timely
detection of internal information security incidents is relevant. Due to the fact that many of the approaches to protection
against insider attacks are not effective enough, recently an approach based on identifying anomalous user behaviour
has often been used to solve the problem of identifying internal incidents. The use of this approach involves the
construction of a reference profile of user behaviour and the further identification of facts of "atypical" behaviour. This
work is devoted to solving the actual problem of detecting events in computer systems. These events occur when the
access control rules are violated when an attacker tries to enter the system, posing as another user. Data mining
technology is used to build profiles of the user’s reference behaviour and to identify anomalies. Hidden patterns in user
behaviour are revealed using the decision tree construction algorithms C4.5, search for associative rules FPGrowth,
sequential data analysis. The types of internal incidents and ways to determine their criticality are determined. The
developed technology is implemented in the tool complex of programs. It was tested on the example of solving the
problem of detecting anomalies in the behaviour of users working with programs running the Windows operating
system. In this case, the attacker did not try to hide his actions when working in the system. Identified system errors
when recognizing an intruder. The error of the first kind was 20%, and the error of the second kind - 10%.
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Introduction
Currently, the main trend of global economic development is the development of the digital economy. The basic
foundations of this economy are e-commerce and e-business. In this connection, the urgency of the task of developing
information systems of organizations on the basis of digital economy technologies and their integration with ecommerce systems is increasing [1,2].
The emergence of the digital economy is inextricably linked with the development of risks in various subject areas, in
particular, in the tasks of ensuring information security (IS). In this case, an urgent task is the timely detection and
investigation of incidents related to the violation of the security of a computer system (CS). This is due to the fact that
organizations often experience significant problems due to IS incidents, mainly related to disruptions in the functioning
of the IT infrastructure, reputational costs and financial losses.
Today, the greatest relevance is acquired by the task of detecting violations of information security policies by legal
users who have full rights to access a computer system in an organization. Such users are called insiders.
In this case, the total number of threats associated with the actions of insiders is three times greater than the number of
threats from external users who are not employees of the companies in which these threats are realized.
On the other hand, existing approaches to protecting against them are often not sufficiently effective. Many internal
incidents remain outside the scope of the remedies used, in particular, unauthorized actions taken under the account of a
legal user for whom the relevant actions are allowed.
In order to detect such violations, special systems for detecting anomalies are of particular interest. The work of such
systems is carried out in two stages. First, the construction of reference profiles of typical user behaviour is performed.
Then, in the active phase of the system operation, a comparison of the current user’s behaviour profile with its standard
is made. If the deviation threshold is exceeded, it is possible to notify the administrator about the suspicious behaviour
of the user. Facts are revealed when the user begins to behave "atypically." This method of detecting anomalous user
behaviour is superior in efficiency to signature analysis methods. This approach has found wide application in
intelligent systems for detecting attacks in computer networks [3,4], as well as in systems for detecting anomalous user
behaviour [5-12].
The main element of anomaly detection systems is the knowledge base, which contains reference profiles of typical user
behaviour. Consequently, the problem arises of the formation of these profiles. To effectively solve this problem, it is
important to use Data Mining algorithms [13-17], which allow you to extract knowledge from the accumulated data.
Realization of such algorithms is dedicated to the present work.
Methods
To implement the initial stage of operation of any anomaly detection system, it is required to form a standard of a legal
user. In relation to the problem being solved, this standard should be formed on the basis of the intellectual analysis of
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the user's behaviour during his work with the programs installed on the computer. The source of the source data can be
the Security EventLog, which is built into Windows.
Consider the structure of the developed system for detecting anomalous user behaviour, presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Structure of the System for Detecting Abnormal User Behavior
As can be seen from the figure, the developed system includes the following subsystems:
1) learning subsystem, in which the formation of reference profiles of typical user behavior is made, which constitute
the knowledge base of an intelligent system (herewith, decision trees [18,19], associative rules [19,20] and sequential
analysis methods [ 21.22]);
2) anomaly detection subsystem, which is responsible for applying the generated knowledge base to detect anomalous
user behavior.
The abnormalities associated with the launch of executable programs at an unspecified time, as well as anomalies
associated with the violation of the application launch sequence, are considered as atypical user behavior. All incidents
are matched with criticality weights, and this information is entered into the database.
The training phase of the system is associated with the construction of reference profiles of typical user behavior. Let
S  s1,..., sq - all entries from the Security EventLog. Moreover, any record can be specified in the form





di , ti , typei , where typei is the type of event, d i , t i - are the date and time of this event.
The work of the knowledge detection subsystem consists of a series of successive stages.
1. Sampling the initial data. At this stage, a subset of records is formed S  S ,

S  s1 ,..., sn , which refer to the

moments of the start or end of user programs.
2. Pre-processing of initial data, consisting in their cleaning, deletion of redundant data, deletion of irrelevant by the
time events, as well as the concatenation of repetitive events.
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S to the required form from the point of view
d i and t i must be transformed into a discrete

3. Data transformation, which consists in converting records from the set
of the selected analysis algorithm. In particular, the parameters
representation of the type

date and time , where date = the beginning of the week, the middle of the week, the end of

the week, the weekend, and

time = early morning, morning, middle of the day, end of the day, evening, night, deep

night.
4. Data Mining - the stage of direct application of data analysis algorithms. Consider the features of the selected
algorithms in more detail.
Building a decision tree.
In this paper, when constructing a decision tree, the classical algorithm C4.5 [18] is implemented. The constructed tree
is a classification rule that allows you to determine the day of the week and the time when the user started certain
programs on the computer.
Search for associative rules.
The association rule search is based on transaction analysis. We denote

si  S as the elements of transactions, and each

of the transactions can be specified in the form d i , ti , typei , where di

date, ti time, typei type . In contrast

to the decision tree model, when searching for associative rules, not a complete system of rules is formed, but a small
number of them. In addition, each rule is written in the following form:
(1)
X  Y , C, I ,
where X and Y are the elements of the corresponding sets

date , time , type that appear in the analyzed transactions

together; C - accuracy of the generated rules; I - improvement (is the obtained rule more useful than random
guessing of the class of solutions).
In this work, the FPGrowth algorithm was used to search for associative rules. The table shows examples of found
association rules.
Association Rule

Rule Interpretation
If the user's working day starts in the early morning, then most
likely it is the middle of the week.

time = < Early morning >
date = < Midweek >

type = < System sign-on >,
At the beginning of the week, the user starts work in the
morning.
date = < Beginning of the week >
time = < Morning >
Nero is launched at the end of the week.
type = <Nero >
date = < End of the week >
Table 1: Examples of Found Association Rules
Sequential analysis.
Sequential analysis is similar to the search for associative rules. However, the following user sessions are used as
transactions:
Session  type1 ,...,typen .
(2)
It can be seen that each session consists of a sequence of programs launched by the user on the computer.
The analysis of transactions of the form (2) is performed in order to search for associative rules and highlight in them
sets of sequentially launched programs. To search for such sets of programs, an algorithm for constructing frequency
trees has been implemented.
5. Assessment of the knowledge gained.
The stage of searching for knowledge ends with their assessment. For this purpose, an expert is involved who interprets
the knowledge gained, performs their analysis and gives his own assessment. Assessment of the knowledge gained is to
determine their adequacy and the possibility of practical use in the subsystem of detecting anomalies.
Results and Discussion
Consider the operation of the system in identifying abnormal user activity. At this stage, an analysis is made of the
events recorded in the Security EventLog log, a further comparison of the user's behaviour with the reference one and
the identification of anomalous activity. In this case, the following categories of incidents are distinguished:
1. The timing of the launch of the program p differs from the previously constructed rules of the decision tree. For such
incidents, the distances   ps  (from 1 to 5) to the closest leaves of the decision tree marked by the p . program are
calculated
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critical i j   critical  p   min   ps  , where critical  p   {1,...,5} is the criticality level of the program under
s

study p, which is determined by the expert.
2. The associative rule A  B is broken when an event

A

occurs. The criticality of such incidents is determined by

critical i j   critical  A  B  C , where critical  A  B  is the level of criticality of the rule,
which is determined by the expert, and C  [0;1] determines the accuracy of the rule being investigated.
the formula
3.

The

software

launch

sequence

is

not

executed

in

k-sequences.

Criticality

of

such

Support X  Yk 
incidents critical i j   critical lk   min
, where is the k-sequence of the generated knowledge
k
Support X  Yk 
base, at the beginning of which the event is located; X ; Yk - the expected continuation of the k-sequence, and Yk - the
real continuation of the k-sequence.
Let I A  i1 ,..., ik be a number of security incidents related to an account u over a period of time
criticality of incidents

T . Then the total

C (u ) related to the user account u is determined according to (3):

k

C u    critical it  .

(3)

t 1

When performing a C (u ) value analysis, a decision is made about the presence of abnormal user behaviour. For an IB
administrator, this level is represented in color by determining the CI value (color incident) as follows:

 green, if C (u )  C yellow (u )

CI   yellow, if C yellow (u )  C (u )  C red (u )
red , if C (u )  C red (u )
yellow
(u ) and C red (u ) is as follows. Let U  ui iNuser
The formation of threshold levels C
be user accounts, and
1
C ui   0 - the level of incidents emanating from them, determined according to (3) when training the system. The
formation of reference profiles of user behaviour occurs in the absence of account compromise. In this regard, the
C ui  value is valid. Let K ui  be the set of knowledge units (decision trees, association rules, sets of jointly
launched programs) for

ui obtained during the system training and included in the user behaviour profile.

At the end of the training system is setting up its parameters by forming levels
accounts u i

C yellow (u ) and C red (u ) for

U . At the setup stage, statistics on users' work in the system in the test mode is collected, and the time

for collecting test data should be comparable to the time of training the system.
Let E u j , K ui  be the distance between the behaviour profile of the i-th user and the behaviour of the j-th user at the





testing stage. Collecting information about the ui user at various points in time
and normalizes the distribution of his distances

0  Ti  Ttest during testing determines

Pi r  - from the reference profile of ui user behaviour, and Pi f r  t

from the reference profiles of the behaviour of other users. Then, when anomalies are detected, the

Pi t r  value

determines the probability that the criticality of the incident is green (not critical), and the probability that the criticality
of the incident is red (critical).
Then

C yellow (u ) and C red (u ) are defined as follows:

C yellow  r for which

Pi t r  1
Pi t r 
red

2

,
for
which.
C

r
Pi f r 
Pi f r  2

(4)

For the IB administrator, the hue and color of the IB incidents is calculated according to expression (5):





Color  Pi f r   255, Pi t r   255,0 , where

 1
1 
Pi t r   Pi t r   k , Pi f r   Pi f r  k , where k  max  t , f  ,
 Pi r  Pi r 
where
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Pi f r   255 – is the saturation of red, Pi t r   255 – is the saturation of green.
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Summary
The proposed approach of identifying insiders is implemented in a software product used to detect abnormal user
activity in computer systems running Windows. At the same time, violating users did not try to disguise their actions as
legal. The experiment showed the presence of a relative amount of classification errors of the 1st kind at the level of 0.2
(20%), and a relative amount of errors of the classification of the 2nd kind of 0.1 (10%), which is acceptable for solving
the problem.
Conclusion
The proposed approach makes it possible to identify particularly critical information security incidents in computer
systems that are associated with the compromise of a legal user account. The application of the obtained results in
practice can significantly increase the degree of protection of computer systems from internal violators.
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